Jones-matrix mapping of complex degree of mutual anisotropy of birefringent protein networks during the differentiation of myocardium necrotic changes.
The azimuthally stable method of Jones-matrix mapping of histological sections of myocardium tissue biopsy using spatial-frequency selection of the mechanisms of linear and circular birefringence is proposed. Correlation parameter-the complex degree of mutual anisotropy-and its diagnostic application are analytically substantiated. The method of measuring the complex degree of mutual-anisotropy coordinate distributions using spatial filtration of their high- and low-frequency components is developed. The interconnections between such distributions and parameters of linear and circular birefringence of myocardium tissue histological sections are defined. The comparative investigations of coordinate distributions of the complex degree of mutual anisotropy formed by fibrillar networks of myocardium tissues of different necrotic states (dead due to coronary heart disease and acute coronary insufficiency) are performed. The values and ranges of change of the statistical (moments of the first-fourth order) parameters of coordinate distributions of the complex degree of mutual anisotropy are defined. The objective criteria of cause of death differentiation are determined.